Introduction
There is a theatre in the Citroën archives on the outskirts of Paris: a 1982, twentynine-horsepower 2CV6.
1 Veins of brown and green painted over the car's cream-colored body lend the appearance of marble. Black-and-white photographs of stars of stage and screen, along with a color reproduction of Coypel's 1730 portrait of Molière, decorate the small cutaway windows behind the rear passenger doors and partially shield the theatre's backstage area (the trunk) from prying eyes. Heavy, natty red curtains hanging in the interior convey an atmosphere of faded elegance (figs. 1-2). If this theatre remained open to the public it would hold two spectators, or perhaps up to four if small children sat on adult laps. Spectators would climb into their seats through the front passenger door, taking care not to bump the tiny, nonfunctional chandelier dangling down from the upholstered ceiling. The passenger seats of the 2CV have been replaced with two wooden auditorium seats, discards from the Comédie-Française, which face the rear of the vehicle and the theatre's proscenium arch. This gilded though worn arch frames a panel painted to mimic the drape of the theatre's curtains. If a performer sat cross-legged in the trunk, facing the audience, the lower two-thirds of her body would be hidden by fabric hanging down from the stage, a wooden board and a curved apron installed across the width of the car's interior. The overall effect is that of a puppet theatre. A wooden sign behind the front windshield announces the price of tickets, a bargain at five francs each.
Théâtre de l'Unité toured 2CV Théâtre to twenty countries from 1977 to 1997. (The 1982 vehicle now housed in the Citroën archives replaced the company's original 2CV, an older model belonging to company administrator Philippe Foulquié.) Founded by Jacques Livchine, Hervée de Lafond, and Claude Acquart in 1972, the Théâtre de l'Unité is France's oldest continuously operating street theatre company. For each performance of 2CV Théâtre, Unité parked the 2CV in a public square and partially cordoned it off with a rope. A Republican guardsman (garde républicain) patrolled this dividing line,
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occasionally drawing his sword in salute.
2 A duty fireman (Livchine) carried out his inspections to ensure that the 2CV theatre was safe for public use. A cantankerous usherette (Lafond) hawked the two, five-franc tickets to the eight-minute performance inside the car. The two paying spectators saw a fourth actor perform L'Odyssée des mulots du lac (The Odyssey of the Lake Fieldmice), a children's fable penned by Lafond, with substantial borrowing from Proust.
3 For the majority of spectators, however, 2CV Théâtre was a free outdoor performance consisting of the largely improvised banter and physical comedy among the fireman, the usherette, and the mute guardsman, which continued outside the car during the show-within-a-show ( fig. 3 ). 2CV Théâtre has become emblematic of Théâtre de l'Unité thanks to its lengthy stay in the company's repertoire and the vast geographic extent of its tour. It has become emblematic of contemporary French street theatre more generally due to its longstanding and wideranging popularity, but also, more importantly, for its parodic treatment of the rituals and codes surrounding the institutions of the French stage.
However, the significance of the 2CV theatre to French street theatre history, or even to the history of the Unité company, is absent from Citroën's museography. It goes without saying that the mission of the Conservatoire Citroën is to preserve and promote the heritage of an automobile manufacturer and not that of French street theatre. The official website invites visitors to " [s] tep back in time and discover the technologies and innovations that have always kept us one step ahead," and to " [r] ediscover the models and innovative technologies that gave the Citroën brand international appeal." 4 This is the familiar language of retrospective-prospective thinking-a tradition of innovation, a legacy of being ahead of the curve-typical of corporate auto- memorialization (or museums of science and industry). Nestled among row upon row of Citroën automobiles, the 2CV theatre serves to illustrate the broad appeal of a car that rivalled the Ford Model-T or the Volkswagen Beetle in its cultural significance and design ingenuity. Here, the 2CV theatre is further proof that this vehicle was a beloved jack-of-all-trades capable of sparking the public's imagination. But the confluence of French street theatre history with the cultural history of the automobile is a generative one that raises crucial questions about contemporary street theatre's relationship to urban-industrial modernity, and how that relationship inflects our understanding of street theatre's distinctiveness from theatre in purpose-built spaces.
In what follows, I bring together French street theatre historiography with performance analysis of 2CV Théâtre to test some continuing assumptions about contemporary French street theatre's spatial and temporal work. 2CV Théâtre is an important test case for this investigation not because it marked the invention of a new theatrical form or because it ran for twenty years, but rather because of the symbolic clout it holds within narratives of street theatre's contemporary development in France and also French street theatre's fraught relationship with the period of Fordist-Taylorist modernity that produced the 2CV as material object and cultural icon. 5 The period of post-World War II mass production, economic growth, and apparent progress embodied by the 2CV is one that, according to its dominant origin stories, French street theatre must (or has already) overcome. These origin stories trace contemporary French street theatre to the protests of May 1968 or link it to a premodern carnivalesque; in both cases, street theatre is supposed to transcend the atomization of bodies in space and time by eliminating the distinction between performer and spectator. I examine 2CV Théâtre as a foundational moment that destabilizes contemporary French street theatre's recognized foundations. Performance analysis of 2CV Théâtre, counter to the prevalent origin narratives, suggests that we must resist both pitting a populist street theatre against an elitist, institutional indoor theatre and over-simplifying the former's nostalgia for vaguely premodern spaces and modes of sociability. What do the histories of French street theatre in general and 2CV Théâtre in particular tell us about street theatre's current function and its relationship to real and imagined pasts? How does street theatre reorder spaces and times in performance, and to what end?
Separation Anxiety
In France since the late 1960s, street theatre (théâtre de rue) has come to describe a diverse array of performance practices. It might best be understood as a cluster concept cohering around a few commonly shared principles: adaptability to multiple spaces, collective or collaborative creation, nonpayment, and recuperation and recycling of materials.
6 Street theatre refers both to the solo busker whose acrobatic feats or musical skills gather an impromptu crowd on a corner, and to the publicly funded company that temporarily shuts down a city center with its pyrotechnic processionals. For the French, street theatre occurs indoors as well as out: the "street" in question might be a derelict factory, an abandoned warehouse, the stairwell of a tower block, a municipal swimming pool (emptied of water or not), or even, as Sylvie Clidière suggests, the wings of a proscenium theatre. 7 The overlaps with what Anglophone scholars would call site-specific, site-responsive, or site-sympathetic theatre are obvious. But the "street" is crowded with historical and political signification; street theatre as a category links sites together by claiming them as public.
Even a cursory survey of street theatre's treatment in scholarship and the media reveals a lexical field of spatial transgression. These companies do not merely perform 5 In email correspondence, Jacques Livchine has claimed that 2CV Théâtre marked the invention of a new theatrical form, although he acknowledges the influence of commedia dell'arte. In her study of the emergence of contemporary street theatre, Floriane Gaber cites as a possible precursor to 2CV Théâtre the puppet theatre of Jean-Loup Temporal, who 9 She makes legible French street theatre's most persistent concerns: the transgression of boundaries, overturning of hierarchy or disruption of quotidian spatial repertoires, and the tension between ephemerality and the possibility of enduring impact. All of these concerns derive from French street theatre's most prevalent origin story: the popular uprisings of May 1968.
Kristin Ross has called May 1968 a "crisis in functionalism" during which students and workers challenged the confines of their designated spaces and social roles.
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The same was true of the theatre. Post-World War II cultural decentralization efforts had produced numerous "popular" or "people's" theatre buildings in working-class areas, but rather than nurturing new working-class audiences, these theatres tended to attract existing bourgeois audiences who were willing to make a pilgrimage to see noted directors' productions of Shakespeare, Molière, and Brecht. Faced with empty auditoria during May 1968, theatre-makers took to the streets or arranged with strike committees to perform in occupied factories and universities.
11 Livchine was among them, although Théâtre de l'Unité would not become a professional company until 1972. In 1968 he and a group of six actors toured striking factories and high schools with a production of Peter Weiss's polemical Song of the Lusitanian Bogey. Philippe Ivernel explains:
More than the occupation of the Odeon, the major phenomenon [for theatre in 1968] is without doubt the desertion and closure of the auditoria. Real life is elsewhere, in the street, in the factories, in the occupied universities, everywhere the collective re-appropriation of spaces of life and work is underway. This re-appropriation, it must be stressed, does not promote new enclosures. If real life is somewhere, properly speaking, it is in the transgression of borders that in times of normalcy (that is to say, of normativity) partition different social spaces, isolate different activities: the economic, the cultural, the political.
12
Street theatre endeavors to get closer than other forms of theatre to something called "real life," not through mimetic fidelity, but physical proximity. This real life is at once somewhere-in the streets, in the occupied factories and universities-and in the act of crossing to those somewheres from somewhere else. Street theatre takes place not (just) in the street, but in the act of crossing.
Street theatre scholarship depicts this act of crossing not merely as a taking to the streets, but as a re-taking of the streets. As Emmanuel Wallon writes, "since the end of the 1960s, theatre, music, dance, puppetry, circus, visual art, cinema and video, without forgetting pyrotechnics, have newly taken hold of public space, from which the authorities and their police, the academies, and other institutions had driven them after the age of fairgrounds."
13 In this prevalent version of events the late 1960s marked both a rupture (suggested by newly) and a return to a poorly periodized golden age of street performance (the vaguely Bakhtinian "age of fairgrounds"). Philippe Chaudoir has suggested that street theatre practitioners and scholars claim a connection to medieval performance practice in order to establish contemporary street theatre's artistic legitimacy.
14 But street theatre practitioners do not and cannot trace direct acts of transfer in the way that Shakespearean actors like Kean once did; histories of French street theatre rely upon the gap between the mythologized distant past (the age of fairgrounds) and the mythologized recent past (May 1968) . This break, the negative space of French street theatre historiography, allows street theatre practitioners to situate themselves as both traditional and radical, as legitimate claimants to the street and as sufficiently illegitimate to launch anti-institutional critiques. Street theatre's boundary crossing is both spatial and temporal; it marks an attempt to access, if not other spaces and times, then other relationships to space and time, prior to the spatiotemporal abstractions and regimentations of modernity and often described in shorthand as festival. In its Livret de famille (family record book, a kind of album depicting the company's history and stating its values), Unité claims that "we are in search of a festival lost very long ago."
15 The space-time of festival promises to bring the street back to life. Whether they are conscripts or volunteers, contemporary street theatre practitioners "reanimate" the street (to borrow from Chaudoir) after periods of modern urban death characterized by the grands projets of Haussmannian demolition or postwar concrete utopias. 16 For Chaudoir, a scholar primarily interested in the sociology of public space, contemporary street theatre is the aesthetic component of an attempted return to the fundamentals of vibrant urban (or more accurately, village) life, what David Wiles, writing within an English context, has called a "traditionalist public space."
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In France the oft-cited model for this reanimation is Rousseau. Chaudoir claims that street theatre "seeks to renew a more Rousseauist tradition of festival; a paradox, when one considers that for Rousseau the festival is a specific characteristic of village sociability and is precisely opposed to urban spectacularity." 18 Rousseau's anti-urban sentiment and his anti-theatrical prejudice sustain each other, and both resurface in the discourse surrounding contemporary French street theatre. Wallon writes that Jean le Rond, dit d'Alembert, was surely right to encourage the citizens of Geneva to construct theatres, buildings dedicated to representation, machines for effecting the symbolic break between actors and spectators, devices for separating poem from reality, rather than to content themselves, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau implored them to do, with the spectacle of a happy people dancing around a tree of liberty. These institutions of fiction, in which the seat occupied signals social rank, prospered again once the bourgeoisie had deposed the aristocracy.
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The imagery here distinguishes between unnatural separation, effected by "machines" and "devices," and natural unity, the wholeness and wholesomeness of a community dancing around a tree. Rousseau's anti-theatrical prejudice is well-documented and analyzed elsewhere. 20 For my purposes here, it is simply important to observe the resonance of that prejudice within street theatre historiography. If 1968 marked a rupture and a return, then in this particular version of the narrative the return was to a "natural" state, free from artifice, prior to the political ascendance of the bourgeoisie. The negative space excluded by street theatre history is the space of theatre itself, at least the kind of theatre based on mimesis and representation and patronized by the bourgeoisie in which, to borrow from Nicholas Ridout, "one group of people spend leisure time sitting in the dark to watch others spend their working time under lights pretending to be other people."
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In a move repeated by too many writers on street theatre (or for that matter on theatre generally), Wallon conflates the absence of physical boundaries between actor and spectator with the absence of any distinction between their roles. If actor and spectator occupy the same space, the logic goes, then they are in communion. And in a fallacious reversal of that logic, any division of that space makes communion impossible. If we accepted these premises, then 2CV Théâtre's two paying spectators would be reduced to passive objects by virtue of the tiny proscenium separating them from the actor in the back of the car, and the spectators outside the car would occupy the same position of power as Lafond's haughty usherette: she often stands, after all, on their side of the cordon. The performance analysis of 2CV Théâtre that I offer in the next section undermines such a reductive approach to the spatial dynamics of this and other street theatre productions.
But the separation anxiety pervading street theatre discourse serves a purpose: rewriting theatre history to make all street theatre appear politically radical in comparison to the theatre of purpose-built spaces. According to Wallon, the possibility of communion between actor and spectator ended with the removal of stage seating: "After the last From its rise, the performance unfolds as if no one were attending it."
22 There are two historical slippages at work here. First, although the removal of stage seating in the eighteenth century created a stricter physical divide between actors and spectators and facilitated greater illusionism, the fourth wall is a product of late-nineteenth-century Naturalism.
23 Second, by ascribing the removal of stage seating to Voltaire, Wallon ignores the material reasoning behind the practice and its discontinuation. Voltaire (along with Diderot) did openly condemn the practice of stage seating, but theatres continued to sell banquette tickets for years, against the philosophers' strenuous objections. Stage seats were occupied and paid for handsomely by the wealthy and/or aristocratic, whose funds the theatres could not afford to refuse. The Comédie-Française finally removed its stage seating on April 23, 1759 after the Comte de Lauraguais offered the theatre a generous subsidy to compensate for lost revenue. 24 The presence of spectators on the eighteenth-century stage does not indicate a carnivalesque leveling of high and low, but is instead, much like the auditorium seats that Wallon deplores, a signal of social rank. From their onstage banquettes aristocratic spectators could make themselves into objects of admiration and fascination and exhibit their wealth with ostentatious clothing. The self-styled libertines among them could also more easily slip backstage to pursue liaisons with actresses. 25 Wallon's two historical slippages function together to equate physical separation between actor and spectator with economic class distinction; by conflating the physical separation between actor and spectator with Naturalist fourth-wall aesthetics, he is also able to position post-1968 street theatre as radical compared to a "reformer" like Brecht. This version of street theatre's history erects a wall in the eighteenth century in order to break it down in 1968: "Against the closure of representation, [the '68ers] proclaim the rupture of the fourth wall and an opening into the fresh air." 26 The erosion of class distinction here is as simple as breaking through a wall that does not exist. Contemporary French street theatre is then marked by legacies of anti-functionalism (inherited from May 1968) and anti-theatricality (inherited from Rousseau). The intermingling of these legacies is legible in Clidière's definition of street arts for France's National Federation of Street Arts. As noted above, she allows for the possibility of 22 Wallon, "Place au public," 8-9. /www.danrebellato.co.uk/news/2016/5/14/im-looking-through-you. 24 See Marvin Carlson, Voltaire and the Theatre of the Eighteenth Century (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1998), 113-16. 25 On the relationship between the eighteenth-century French stage and aristocratic libertinism (la vie galante), see Lenard R. Berlanstein, "Women and Power in Eighteenth-Century France: Actresses at the Comédie-Française," Feminist Studies 20, no. 3 (1994) : 475-506. 26 Wallon, "Place au public," 9.
street theatre in the wings of a purpose-built proscenium stage. By this definition, street theatre may occur in predesignated spaces of theatrical labor, so long as that labor is nonrepresentational; the problem is less the exterior shell of the theatre building and more the role-play that occurs in one particular part of it. Street theatre, for Clidière, occurs "hors lieux pré-affectés." 27 Although this translates roughly to "outside preassigned or predesignated places," the French verb affecter creates a semantic association between the rejection of functionalism and the rejection of theatricality. Affecter means to designate for a certain usage (especially in the case of requisitioned buildings, earmarked sums of money, or military personnel) and to affect in the more familiar English senses of, first, feigning, simulating, or exaggerating, and second of acting upon, moving, or afflicting. To perform hors lieux pré-affectés is to perform outside of predesignated, purpose-built spaces, with the additional connotation of performing outside those spaces given over to affectation. Functionalist use of space thus becomes conflated with fakery. As a result street theatre acquires a veneer of authenticity and truthfulness simply by leaving the stage.
Here again, the association between the physical separation between actor and spectator (theatre space) and the separation of actor and role (the mimetic gap) is inherited from Rousseau. But at the heart of Rousseau's anti-theatrical prejudice is a kind of functionalism that runs counter to the political project of much contemporary street theatre. Rousseau opposes the actor to the orator, who "represents only himself; he fills only his own role, speaks only in his own name, says, or ought to say, only what he thinks; the man and the role being the same, he is in his place; he is in the situation of any citizen who fulfills the function of his estate."
28 The core problem for Rousseau is not just the physical divide between actor and spectator, but the divergence between actor and role, between utterance and meaning or effect-a divergence or friction that threatens a version of democracy in which each citizen is in his or her proper place, performing his or her proper function and remaining true to it. Rousseau's problem, as Juliane Rebentisch points out, is with irony: "[T]he picture Rousseau paints of the actor coincides with the figure of the ironist. For the actor is a master less of dissimulation than of dissimulation marked as such . . . irony not only separates the man from his role, leaving the status of the man behind the roles undetermined. The indeterminacy of the man behind the roles in irony also affects the roles themselves."
29 Rousseau does not claim that the hapless audiences of Geneva will mistake the actor for the role; he does not "accuse [the actor] of being a deceiver but of cultivating by profession the talent of deceiving." 30 For Rousseau, deception entertains the theatre spectator within the relatively safe confines of the theatre building, but threatens the workings of functionalist democracy (a place for everyone, and everyone in their place) when it infects the broader public sphere. In other words, it is all good fun until it leaves the theatre.
The foundational myths of contemporary French street theatre are at odds. This is not simply because one origin story dates the practice to a premodern period while the other dates it to May 1968; these origin stories work in tandem, presenting that May as rupture from urban-industrial modernity and a return to the lost village festivity of a loosely defined "before"-a break from the destructive myth of linear progress.
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The issue rather is that the anti-functionalism of May 1968, based on the dismantling of distinctions between different social roles and different spheres of activity, is fundamentally incompatible with Rousseauian anti-theatricality, despite Rousseau's apparent interest in wholeness and unity. Contemporary French street theatre is not the triumph of Rousseauian village festivity; there can be no unproblematic return to, or reanimation of, a preindustrial, ante-urban utopia. Even if street theatre "brings back" a traditionalist public space, it pulls the space of the (mythologized) past forward into the present through the filter of industrial modernity. 2CV Théâtre offers one model of how this might occur.
2CV Théâtre
2CV Théâtre provides an alternate model of street theatre's relationship to both indoor, institutional theatre and to Fordist-Taylorist modernity. The production's spatial work is more complex than mere boundary-crossing, and its temporal work less tidy than simply rupture and return. 2CV Théâtre demonstrates how street theatre might be precisely what Rousseau warns against: the exportation into the public square of irony, of marked dissimulation. 2CV Théâtre generates anti-functionalist friction, destabilizing the designated use of given spaces, but it does not do so by rejecting any distinction between performer and spectator; instead, 2CV Théâtre proliferates such distinctions. Ultimately, this compounding of the actor/spectator divide suggests that, even if street theatre has abandoned purpose-built theatre spaces, it has not abandoned theatre. And the production's deployment of the 2CV shows street theatre's capacity to interrogate rather than assume a collective desire to bury modernity and dig up an earlier past.
2CV Théâtre was originally a spectacle d'annonce (literally, an "announcement show," a kind of theatrical teaser) for the play Dernier Bal (Last Dance), written by Livchine about the closure of his father's factory.
32 2CV Théâtre responded to a double need. First, it was an attempt to attract audiences to a struggling show. Théâtre de l'Unité had recently experienced what Livchine remembers as "traumatizing failures" during its production of Gogol's The Government Inspector.
33 Actors in that production had stood outside the theatre in costume in an unsuccessful attempt to lure audiences. When it became clear that Dernier Bal might not fare much better, the company adopted an even more proactive approach. Second, 2CV Théâtre functioned as a boost to company morale through a combination of wish-fulfillment and healthy self-deprecation; rather than play to empty houses, the company would create a house that, with its two-seat capacity, was always full. "This company that wants to be popular and has no audience" 31 As Bruno Latour writes: "The idea of an identical repetition of the past and that of a radical rupture with any past are two symmetrical results of a single conception of time"; see his We Have Never Been Modern, trans. Catherine Porter (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 76. 32 Livchine's father, a Citroën subcontractor, manufactured wheel nuts for the 2CV. 33 Jacques Livchine, personal communication with the author, August 11, 2015. Théâtre de l'Unité did not begin its institutional life as a street theatre company; it produced the kind of work that it made sense to produce based on its goals and available resources. This is true of many companies of the 1970s and '80s and today: that hybrid practice is more common than disciplinary purity.
would transform the 2CV "into a popular theatre for an elite public." 34 2CV Théâtre is not working against the idea of institutional popular or people's theatres; rather, it is originally an attempt to reinvigorate the public for just such endeavors. 2CV Théâtre began as what Christopher Balme would call an "articulation": a discursive joint between a theatrical institution and a potential public. 35 Like the poster or playbill, the spectacle d'annonce is designed to create a public for performance, but it operates outside the spatial boundaries of the theatre building and the temporal boundaries of the main theatrical event. Ultimately, 2CV Théâtre overshadowed and outlasted the play it was created to promote. By 1980, when Théâtre de l'Unité brought 2CV Théâtre to the Avignon Festival, all mentions of Dernier Bal had disappeared from the press coverage.
36 2CV Théâtre may have failed as articulation, but it triumphed as a theatrical event in its own right.
2CV Théâtre begins with a procession through town to the eventual performance space. 37 Footage of a 1981 performance in the aptly named commune of Joyeuse shows the actors moving slowly, solemnly, and silently through an open-air market, attracting smiles and stares. The guardsman skewers a few vegetables with his sword. The usherette holds aloft an impractically tiny red parasol. 2CV Théâtre has already begun, although these initial moments are intelligible as a traditional preshow parade, a less boisterous version of the medieval and early modern practice of "crying the play."
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The procession establishes the ritual, but also serves the pragmatic purpose of attracting additional spectators (originally the task of the entire performance). Innocent passersby follow the troupe to the parked 2CV, where the in-the-know audience awaits. 39 The 2CV is partially cordoned off by a low-slung rope that physically separates performers from spectators, while orienting the spectators to the "front" of the performance space (the right-hand side of the vehicle). 37 The performance description that follows is a composite based on numerous sources, including though not limited to personal communications with Jacques Livchine. All quotations of dialogue come from television news reports containing partial video footage of performances. The archives holding these features have digitized them. See "Théâtre de l'Unité: La 2CV Théâtre," TF1 (1981) 39 Théâtre de l'Unité does advertise its performances, including 2CV Théâtre. The audience is always a mixture of the informed and the innocent-neither experience should be taken as superior to the other. (By calling certain unsuspecting spectators innocent I risk implying that informed audience members are somehow guilty or tainted. I ask that readers interpret this word choice not as an endorsement of Rousseauian anti-theatricality, but as a celebration of impurity.) 40 This is common practice at France's major street theatre festivals in Aurillac and Chalon-sur-Saône. As crowds gather before a scheduled show, striped emergency tape or even aluminum construction barriers ensure that the performers will have sufficient space upon their arrival and alert spectators to the show's sightlines.
The Republican guardsman officiously patrols the borders of the company's performance space, solemnly marching around the 2CV, turning in sharp right angles, and occasionally drawing his sword to perform a salute. France's Republican Guard, part of the National Gendarmerie, protects the residences of the president and prime minister and the Senate and National Assembly, but its most visible function is as ceremonial guard during official state visits. The guardsmen are conspicuously present at Paris museums and theatres during visits by the president or foreign dignitaries. The Republican Guard is itself a symbol of France, tasked with defending other national symbols. The gestures, mannerisms, dress uniform, and cultural connotations of the Republican guardsman in 2CV Théâtre separate the performance space from the space of the everyday, marking it as significant and even linking it to state power. The guardsman also operates in tandem with the cordon separating performers from spectators, and prefiguratively elevates the status of those elect spectators who will eventually purchase tickets, cross the cordon, and enter the car. Crucially, however, the guardsman's turns are just a bit too sharp, his salutes too broad, his manner too ceremonious to be taken seriously. Even for an innocent passer-by, there is no mistaking this guardsman-the fake symbol-for the real symbol, just as there is no mistaking the car's impressive paint job for actual marble.
In her role as the usherette Lafond does most of the speaking. She introduces the actor who will perform L'Odysée des mulots du lac inside the 2CV. The actor, dressed in a tuxedo, waves and bows before disappearing into the trunk of the car to prepare. The usherette then demonstrates the functioning of the two wooden theatre seats, which have not yet been placed inside the vehicle. She describes them as "two authentic seats from the Comédie-Française, 1936 versions." 41 With her foot she repeatedly pushes down one of the folding seats and lets it snap back up, explaining the resulting clack as "a typical sound, a sound of theatre seats, not of 2CV seats." The usherette's speech oscillates between authentication and irony; she reassures the assembled spectators that they see before them "a veritable theatre, in the grand French tradition . . . where one hears almost nothing, where one sees almost nothing." Of course, one might level similar accusations at the street: although the cordon around the 2CV helps to establish sightlines, most spectators must adjust their positions and crane their necks for a better view, and in a (positive) review of a 1980 performance J. Leclaire complains that much of the dialogue is lost due to "undesirable ambient noises," such as cars, motorcycles, and nearby drumming. 42 The "veritable theatre" is both the faux-marble automobile and the street itself. The duty fireman then installs the seats inside the 2CV and, at the request of the usherette, lowers the fire curtain. The usherette remarks that, with the fire curtain securely in place, "either the actor will roast, or the spectators will." The theatre might be a death trap, but the physical barrier between actor and spectator ensures that only a portion of the group would perish.
The usherette advertises the exclusivity of the theatrical experience even as she continues to refer to it as "popular theatre." After preparing and distributing the tickets, she readies the two paying customers to enter the 2CV theatre by adorning them with necessary accessories, selecting from a small stash of beaded necklaces, clutches, and 41 The year 1936 would be intelligible to French audiences as the year of the leftist Popular Front and (prior to 1968) France's largest wave of factory occupations. Theatre, musical, and variety performers toured occupied factories throughout France to entertain striking workers. 42 Leclaire, "Théâtre de Rue."
cravats. Lafond puts these on the ticketholders herself, patting them gently and brushing real or imagined lint off their clothes while maintaining her distinctly unfriendly professional demeanor. The ticketholders then climb into the 2CV through the front passenger door. Before closing the door behind them, Lafond crows to the crowd that the performance is sold out. The lucky ticketholders, she explains, will now experience "eight minutes, forty-five seconds of Culture." Lafond's tone and brusque demeanor capitalize the "C."
For their five francs, ticketholders witness L'Odysée des mulots du lac (fig. 4) . The painted front panel rises jerkily to reveal the actor (Emile Salvador in the 1978 television feature, Michel Valmer in the 1981 coverage) sitting behind the stage. With a warm smile, speaking as if to children, the actor recounts the fable of the field mice:
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The mice lived in perfect happiness on the shores of a lake until the arrival of a large blonde cat. Though the cat rarely stirred from its peaceful repose, the mice dared not continue their aquatic festivities. One summer day the heat became so unbearable that six little mice found the courage to jump into the water. The cat appeared not to notice. The mice called out to their friends, exclaiming that the cat would never jump, as it is natural for cats to hate the water. Ten, twenty, then a hundred mice joined them in the water, swimming and splashing and singing. The cat awoke but its eyes appeared so tender, its demeanor so gentle, that the mice feared nothing. They swam closer and closer to the far shore of the lake where the cat now stretched its claws into the sand. "He will never jump," said the mice, "a cat doesn't like the water, it's natural." At last the cat jumped into the water and massacred the field mice. The performer concludes, "Go and tell this story throughout the world, so that the odyssey of the field mice of the lake remains forever inscribed in all memories. The moral: never say that nothing bad can come of tenderness, and do not say, 'it's natural,' for nothing is immutable."
The mice of the fable fall victim to the cat's talent for deception, its ability to put up a front and behave in a way counter to its intentions, and also to their own confidence in a natural order in which each creature remains in its proper place. The mice fail to understand how theatre works and thus pay dearly for their naïveté.
Livchine calls L'Odysée "laboratory theatre." The actor visualizes Lafond's fable using a classic demonstration of the surface tension of water. On the wooden stage in front of the performer a saucer of water represents the fable's lake setting. The actor uses a hand mill to grind black pepper flakes onto the surface of the water; these flakes play the mice. At the fable's climax, to represent the cat jumping into the lake, the performer releases a single drop of liquid soap into the saucer, which breaks the water's surface tension and sends the pepper flakes scattering to the edges of the dish.
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Most who witness 2CV Théâtre never see L'Odysée des mulots du lac. Instead, they are treated to the physical comedy and verbal sparring of the duty fireman and the usherette as they attempt to locate the Republican guardsman, who has gone missing in the process of getting the ticketholders inside the 2CV. This portion of the performance was entirely improvised, although it is likely that certain patterns emerged over the course of twenty years. Livchine and Lafond were never told in advance where the 43 Jacques Livchine and Hervée de Lafond graciously provided the text of the fable via email. What follows is my own condensed summary of that text rather than a direct translation, with the exception of the material that appears in quotation marks.
44 I encourage readers to try this at home; the results are surprisingly amusing.
guardsman would reappear; it was up to the audience to point him out. Sometimes he would seem to materialize next to a statue or on a rooftop; at least once he enlisted a young woman to appear with him in a window. The 1981 footage shows him apparently (but comically) trapped on a tiny, third-story balcony. Children and adults in the audience laugh uproariously as the guardsman attempts to lower himself over the edge to safety, his ungainly efforts contrasting with his earlier pomp and professionalism. The usherette hurls condemnations at the guardsman. The duty fireman frantically locates a public telephone and "calls" the authorities to report the incident. The atmosphere outside the 2CV is more madcap and slapstick than that inside the vehicle, although it is likely that the laughter of the outdoor audience would have been audible inside the car. The ticketholders experience an aspect of the performance not available to the nonpaying audience, but ticketholders would also be aware that they were missing something also. At the conclusion of L'Odysée des mulots du lac the guardsman at last rejoins the duty fireman and the usherette, and the three release the ticketholders from the confines of the 2CV. The usherette urges the assembled audience to step back, shouting, "The mob is coming out!" The two ticketholders emerge from the vehicle into the crowd, the performers bow, and the show is over. 2CV Théâtre illustrates how street theatre might ironically proliferate boundaries between actor and spectator rather than eliminate them. The Unité performers overidentify with the elevated status of institutional French theatre for comic effect. In her review of the 1980 performance at the Avignon Festival, Nicole Collet observes that the performers' pompous antics make even the city's imposing Palais des papes appear ridiculous: "By pushing to the extreme the problem of elitism, the théâtre de l'Unité works homeopathically." 45 Collet, writing for the leftist newspaper L'Humanité, suggests that 2CV Théâtre might cure institutional theatre of its elitism by playing it to the hilt. This critique of theatrical institutions operates theatrically: the Unité performers do not conflate economic class distinctions with the physical separation of actor and spectator or with the mimetic gap between actor and role. They are gleefully guilty of dissimulation marked as such, what Rebentisch would call irony and what Rousseau would call acting; they have not taken to the streets to escape theatricality so much as they have taken theatricality to the streets. This affectionate parody of French theatre institutions is particularly complex, because the performers dissimulating and marking their dissimulation are playing characters that, although affiliated with the theatre, normally operate outside the frame of dissimulation. Three of the four characters (usherette, duty fireman, Republican guardsman) are support staff of theatrical institutions; they also (in the case of the fireman and the guardsman) link theatrical institutions to other institutions with their own sets of codes. These three characters are played by actors who are intelligible as other than themselves. This is less apparent in the case of Lafond, who is fulfilling the function of an usherette, as well as playing one, but she has clearly adopted a surly performance persona. As a character she puts spectators in their proper place; as a dissimulator she threatens the stability and properness of such places. Only inside the 2CV theatre is irony dispensed with in favor of sincerity. The "actor" here is a storyteller, recounting a fable. Although the delivery is heightened and enunciated, with an expressiveness not usually reserved for everyday speech, the actor is not pretending to be anyone else. The only things standing in for other things are the objects of the laboratory theatre: the pepper flakes, liquid soap, and saucer of water. In the case of 2CV Théâtre the mimetic gap between performer and role applies more to the support staff outside the ostensible space of representation than to the actor-storyteller within it.
This does not mean, however, that the theatre interior becomes a space of truth and immediacy while the street outside is condemned as a space of deception. Inside the vehicle, objects do still stand in for other things, and even the moral of the recounted fable warns listeners not to take anything as natural and unchangeable or to assume that kind eyes presage kind deeds. The actor warns his or her audience not to take anything at face value. More importantly, the space created by 2CV Théâtre, including both the car's interior and the surrounding area, is not as simple as a theatre interior set apart from the public exterior of the street. The cordon separating most of the assembled audience from the 2CV divides performers and spectators while joining them together in one performance space, the precise contours of which become more amorphous toward the back of the crowd. But this space is also intelligible at various moments as backstage space and front of house. 2CV Théâtre does not dispense with the physical separation of actor and spectator; it does not attempt to break from performers' space into audience space and in so doing create a larger rupture between 45 Collet, "La 2 CV est dans la rue." performance space and the world outside; instead, 2CV Théâtre plays on and off of such distinctions. Benjamin Wihstutz refers to the "dual differentiation" between actors and spectators and between theatre space and the everyday as "the topology of theatre."
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As an area of mathematics, topology refers to the study of those properties of geometric objects that remain unchanged even when the objects are stretched, compressed, or otherwise distorted; these properties include "categories such as inside and outside, open and closed."
47 Wihstutz borrows the mathematical concept of topology to argue that, even if "the divided space of performance can similarly be stretched, compressed, bent, or contorted," the distinct groups of performers and spectators cannot "be cut into two completely distinct halves or merged into a single one."
48 2CV Théâtre does not disavow the dual differentiation between performer and spectator and between theatrical space and the everyday; rather, it multiplies these differentiations to form a manifold theatre topology.
The tension between populism and elitism, openness and enclosure, is complicated by the intelligibility of the 2CV as a mass-produced, affordable convertible. Against the enclosed environment of the daily commute, the 2CV promised a refreshing breeze. The car's canvas roll-top roof allowed it to carry unwieldy cargo and offer the liberating open-air drive of a more expensive luxury convertible. Citroën's 1963 promotional brochure for the 2CV depicts both possibilities: the 2CV pictured therein has room for a grandfather clock, a bicycle, beach toys, and an improbable number of smiling white people. The 2CV, the ad copy claims, is "a car that liberates you . . . you have air, you breathe . . . the 2CV does not enclose you: it's a true convertible. It's the only one to offer this advantage at no extra cost."
49 Like the post-World War II experiments in theatrical decentralization, 2CV advertisements from France's "30 Glorious Years" of postwar economic growth promised mass accessibility to an elite experience. 2CV Théâtre played on the repertoires of the theatre industry and the automotive industry for comic and political effect, offering limited access to a popular theatre in a popular car. But the intermingling of theatrical and automotive repertoires also troubled any neat association between populism and openness or between elitism and enclosure; after all, the elite experience that the 2CV promised to make widely available was not shelter, but fresh air.
Ultimately, the history of the 2CV is a history of post-World War II French capitalism. 50 The car was an instrument of rural modernization and symbol of mass production. Citroën vice-president Pierre-Jules Boulanger intended the 2CV to modernize the French countryside, where even during the 1930s and '40s many farmers continued to rely upon horses and carts. 51 With the lightweight seats of the 2CV removed, a farmer (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995) .
51 Although the car was initially scheduled to debut at the 1939 Paris auto show, the declaration of war cancelled the festivities. Boulanger and Citroën president Pierre Michelin delayed production and guarded the 2CV plans closely, fearing military application by the Nazis. had room to haul hay, large wheels of cheese, crates of wine, or two sheep. The suspension was famously designed to cushion a basket of eggs sitting in the passenger seat as the car traversed uneven country terrain. The 2CV promised convenience and practicality for rural dwellers and freedom for city folk on holiday. By the 1960s Citroën was marketing the 2CV as a means by which to access an unspoilt version of the very countryside to which Citroën had introduced the automobile. 52 The same removable seats that could make room for sheep could also serve as picnic chairs. Sales declined in the late 1960s due to increased competition from Renault and foreign manufacturers, but following the oil and economic crisis of 1973, the 2CV regained its popularity. It was cheaper and more ecologically sound than many other models on the market and soon developed a cultural association with students, environmentalists, and even the anti-nuclear movement. The 2CV offered a pragmatic individual or family response to the immediate effects of crisis (as a cheap car with reasonable gas mileage) while serving as a material artifact of the confident economic growth and casual mass production that that crisis had brought to a standstill. It was a symbol and product of French postwar modernization that also promised to shelter its users from the deleterious effects of the very processes that created it.
Thus by 1977, when 2CV Théâtre debuted, Citroën's 2CV was already a complex object of nostalgia. It embodied a cultural longing for the confident dynamism of the postwar Fordist compromise, and for the stability of an agrarian France simultaneously invented by modernity and dismantled by modernization. The Citroën 2CV and contemporary street theatre, then, are both shaped by discourses of rupture and return, progress and nostalgia, liberation and stability, populism and elitism, and openness and enclosure, and they do not map neatly onto each other either in alignment or tidy opposition. 2CV Théâtre makes perceptible the messiness of this map and the creases and folds in the historiography of French street theatre. The historiography discussed in the previous section conflates physical separation between actor and spectator with a series of other divisions: the mimetic gap between actor and role, the Naturalist fourth wall, power differentials between performers and their audiences, and even socioeconomic class distinctions writ large. The effect of such conflation is to posit street theatre as inherently radical and yet traditional, as a rupture from modernity and a return to mythologized premodern forms of sociability. 53 Already, in the late 1970s, 2CV Théâtre demonstrates an alternate model of street theatre's spatial and temporal work. It proliferates boundaries between actor and spectator (and within a group of spectators), affectionately parodying French institutional theatre even as it rejects the simplistic political dichotomy between theatre indoors and out. The performance's 52 In his 1973 polemic "The Social Ideology of the Motorcar," André Gorz condemns the automobile's circular logic: "Everyone wants to escape from [the city], to live in the country. Why this reversal? For only one reason. The car has made the big city uninhabitable. It has made it stinking, noisy, suffocating, dusty, so congested that nobody wants to go out in the evening anymore. Thus, since cars have killed the city, we need faster cars to escape on superhighways to suburbs that are even farther away. What an impeccable circular argument: give us more cars so that we can escape the destruction caused by cars." Gorz also dismisses the motorcar as a luxury good, impossible to democratize and that loses its value once everyone has one. See "The Social Ideology of the Motorcar," Le Sauvage, September-October 1973, available at http://rts.gn.apc.org/socid.htm. 53 My intention is not to suggest that street theatre cannot be radical-it can be. But no art form-street theatre, forum theatre, applied theatre, and performance art included-is inherently radical.
intermingling of theatrical and automotive repertoires facilitates a reflective stance toward the past and the desire to return to it. 2CV Théâtre suggests that street theatre does not remember premodern forms of sociability so much as it interrogates the desire to remember them; it does not break with Fordist-Taylorist modernity so much as it attempts to make sense of the aftermath.
Coda: Remembering 2CV Théâtre, or Back to the Archive In 2007, thirty years after the debut of 2CV Théâtre and ten after its final outing, Théâtre de l'Unité donated the 2CV to the Conservatoire Citroën. The 2CV theatre now sits in long-term storage; the archive's collection of vehicles is too extensive to display each one to visitors. But in 2012 the 2CV theatre featured in Citroën and the Arts, an exhibition that toured two regional French museums, the Rétromobile vintage auto show in Paris, and the Ars Technica in Essen, Germany. This exhibition displayed the 2CV theatre alongside other vehicles painted or otherwise modified by visual artists, as well as depictions of Citroën vehicles in painting, photography, and cinema.
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The placard next to the 2CV theatre identified the car as a container, a vehicle for performance (a 2CV theatre), but not as a component of a topologically complex street performance (2CV Théâtre). The characters of the theatrical support staff-the usherette, the duty fireman, and the Republican guardsman, whose antics made up the majority of the theatrical experience for the majority of spectators-had disappeared. The placard explained that the Théâtre de l'Unité used a 2CV for a world tour of its play, L'Odysée des mulots du lac. Because the 2CV theatre seated only two spectators, the placard went on, the company performed L'Odysée numerous times each day to ensure that all could attend. In this exhibition the 2CV theatre served as an artifact of mass access to intimate experience, precisely the promise of postwar popular theatre that Unité hoped to satirize.
The Citroën and the Arts exhibition simplified 2CV Théâtre's complex nostalgia, removing it from the street, smoothing over its frictions, and mistaking its ironies. Ultimately, however, it is too easy to critique a car company for not doing due diligence as a museum or art gallery. Citroën's job is to promote Citroën. My concern is for street theatre scholarship not to exhibit similar tendencies. This foray into French street theatre historiography and the subsequent performance analysis of 2CV Théâtre have illuminated street theatre's fraught relationship both to other forms of theatre and to Fordist-Taylorist modernity. These relationships have political implications for practitioners and scholars of street theatre. Contemporary street theatre is not a populist form inherently opposed to the elitism of enclosed proscenium theatres. It does not eliminate the distinction between actor and spectator simply by crossing from one space to another. It is not an inherently radical, emancipatory form of spatial transgression that emerged ex nihilo from the rupture of May 1968, nor is it a return to the wholesome authenticity of the Rousseauian bucolic. Street theatre is neither inherently progressive nor inherently traditionalist. It is not immediate, even if it claims to be. At a particular historical moment characterized, post-1973, by cyclical crisis, street theatre is the collective embodiment in public space of complex, reflective nostalgia that makes perceptible in performance its own gaps and discontinuities. 55 Like the 2CV itself, 2CV Théâtre acknowledges the allure of unspoilt authenticity while pointing to the impossibility of accessing it: after all, that vision of the past is an invention of the urban-industrial modernity from which it promises escape.
